
GROUND OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
Guardian Programs – Concealed Carry Deployment I 
 

Course Description 
 
Church security team members typically carry their firearm concealed.  This method of carry 
requires the team member to train with special considerations specific to the task of 
providing church security. 
 
The first considerations for volunteer security team members are how to carry, where to 
carry, and how to draw the weapon from concealed placement upon their person. 
 
Additionally, there is an increased need for greater accuracy with a weapon that is inherently 
less accurate due to the smaller size and barrel length of a concealable weapon. 
 
This course is a (4) hour block of instruction for volunteer church security team members, 
designed to build basic tools of carrying, drawing, and accurately firing their weapon while it 
is concealed on their person. 
 
Exposure to these concepts are the building blocks on which the student will receive 
additional training during future course(s). 
 
Upon completion of this course, the volunteer church security team member will understand 
the liability associated with carrying, drawing, and firing their weapon while representing 
their church. 
 
The student will be able to effectively conceal the weapon upon themselves, to reduce the 
signature of the weapon and ancillary equipment, (radio, additional magazine, less lethal 
devices, etc.). 
 
The student will be able to effectively draw and re-holster the weapon in a smooth, yet rapid 
manner to address a violent hostile threat, without the interference of restrictive clothing. 
 
The student will be able to effectively identify threats and accurately engaging the threats 
until they are no longer a threat. 
 
The student will demonstrate shot placement accuracy and display an operational 
understanding of the basic rules of firearm safety. 
 
COURSE TOPICES: 
 

Range – Level I 
● Legal concerns 
● Mind set  



● Firearms safety 
● Proper shooting fundamentals (checking grip, stance, and trigger pull) 
● Reloading procedures (work space and equipment placement) 
● Malfunction clearing (Phase1 & 2) 
● Proper drawing techniques (step by step, re-holster, scan process) 
● Drawing from holster uncovered with target engagement  
● Drawing from holster concealed with target engagement 
● Target engagement and follow through 
● Shot placement (pelvic area) 
● Multiple target engagement (color discrimination) 
● Close quarter engagement/ hip shooting 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:  
- Eye and Ear Pro  
- Pistol with concealable holster  
- 500 rounds pistol 
- (2) additional magazines and concealable holder  
- Protective Headgear  

 
TUITION INCLUDES: 
Course Instruction and Certificate of Completion 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:  Bcarroll@GODsGuardians.com 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:  GODsGuardians.com  
CALL:  (904) 509-3662 
  

mailto:Bcarroll@GODsGuardians.

